
AP Lit & Comp
9/11 & 9/12 ‘19

1.  Discussion circle for BNW

2. “The Man Who Spilled Light”

3. For next class…



Get out your disc Q’s
Let’s do discussion circle(s).

Goal:  participate at least twice in a thoughtful, 

intelligent, text-relevant manner.

Ask insightful questions & ask follow up questions

Comment or clarify

Elaborate on someone else’s thinking

Play devil’s advocate

Spark a debate.

Your score will be based on the quality and insight of 

your comments.



AND…

›If you aren’t a natural talker, get your voice out 

there.  Academic discourse is an important college 

skill you’ll need to learn!

›Ask a question, respond to a question, extend on 

someone else’s comment, connect to a bigger, 

universal idea, etc.

›If you ARE a talker, be mindful of overwhelming 

the discussion.  

›Listen and speak respectfully. 



“The Man Who Spilled Light”

›Take ten minutes to do a quick group 

TPCASTT of the poem (you don’t have to write 

anything down.)

›Here are a few other things to talk about

›1. How is the poem using symbolism to create 

meaning? What is that meaning?

›2. How does the poet use enjambment?

›3. Explain the reversal at the end of the poem: 

how does that create meaning?

›4. Connections to BNW?



“The Man Who Spilled Light”
›The man who spilled light wasn’t too much to 

blame for it.

›He was in a hurry to bring it home to the city

›Where, everyone said, there was too much 

darkness:

›“Look at those shadows, they said. “They’re 

dangerous.

›Who’s there? What’s that?” and crouching,

›“Who are you?”

›So he went and scraped up all the light he could 

find.

›But it was too much to handle and started spilling:

›Flakes and star-marks, shafts of it splitting

›To ring-light and light gone slack or jagged,

›Clouds folded inside out, whole pools

›And hummocks and domes of light,

›Egg-light tied in knots or peeled in swatches,

›Daylight as jumbled as jackstraws falling.

›Then everything seemed perfectly obvious

›Wherever they looked. There was nothing

›they couldn’t see.

›The corners and alleys all looked empty,

›And no one could think of anything terrible

›Except behind their backs, so they all lined up

›With their backs to walls and felt perfectly fine.

›And the man who’d spilled it felt fine for a while,

›But then he noticed people squinting.

›They should have been looking at everything,

›and everything

›Should have been perfectly clear, and everyone

›Should have seemed perfectly brilliant, there was

›so much

›Dazzle: people were dazzled, they were dazzling.

›But they were squinting, trying to make darkness

›All over again in the cracks between their eyelids.

›So he swept up all the broken light

›For pity’s sake and put it back where it came from.



FOR NEXT CLASS…

› Review chapters 15-18

› TPCASTT “Advice to a Prophet” for 

next class.

› On Tues/Weds next week, the 

companion poems packet will be due.  

Complete a TPCASTT for each 

one & compare/contrast to BNW.


